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“... the SE STEYR powered
Zodiac produces strong
results with 36 knots at 3800
rpm and cruising 25 knots
at 3200rpm lightship.”

“The STEYR Airboat
certainly impressed with
a speed in excess of 30
knots at full power with a
7 crew aboard.”

“Wirruwana is now
well under way in its
clean-up of the island,
cruising Shark bay at
18 knots ... ”
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ZODIAC
STEYR Motors has had the privilege of powering Australian Navy Zodiacs for some time,
however previously, the vessels have used the MO256, 250 Hp.

Weighing 2150kg, the SE STEYR powered Zodiac produces strong results with
36 knots at 3800 rpm and cruising 25 knots at 3200rpm lightship.
AS PART OF an ongoing refurbishment and
maintenance program, DMS chose to install
an SE306, 292Hp into a Zodiac 733RHIB hence
trialling a new generation of engine.
The MO range of marine diesel engines was
superseded with the SE range developed to
meet higher global emission standards. Each
Zodiac 733 RHIB, built to Lloyds Standards,
is also fitted with a ZF 63H Transmission and
Hamilton 274 Water Jet.
Weighing 2150kg, the SE STEYR powered
Zodiac produces strong results with 36 knots

at 3800 rpm and cruising 25 knots at 3200rpm
lightship.
Designed for Defence Force applications,
the Zodiac ZH733WJis capable of seating up
to 8 personnel, 2 crew and can comply with
elements of SOLAS regulations as required.
Zodiac has a long and distinguished
association with the Australian Defence Forces
and the application of the STEYR engine coupled
to the Hamilton jet now offers an alternative
variation to existing stern drives.
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COMMERCIAL FIREPOWER
Professional fisherman always place importance on keeping their gear up to
date and in perfect running order. It can make all the difference out on the
water to landing that catch or making it home safely.
PROFESSIONAL CRAB FISHERMAN, Gary
Bordin, was no different and after years of loyal
service by his existing STEYR Motors engines,
was looking to transition to the new generation
of SE engine.
After almost two years since their introduction,
the STEYR Motors SE engine range continues to
prove successful in the market place. Whether
commercial, military or pleasure applications,
the STEYR Motors SE engine has proven its
reliability and performance with its greater
torque and efficiency.
Based in Ballina, the fibreglass Cougar
Catamaran undertook a new lease on life
when it’s previous MO256, 250 Hp engines
were upgraded to 2 x STEYR Motors SE266E40,
260hp. The SE266E40 slotted up nicely to the
existing Konrad 520 Stern Drives.
The U.S. manufactured Konrad Stern drives
are renowned for their commercial reliability
and robustness and while not common, have
shown their ability to hold up against Australian
conditions. At 8 metres and 5800 kg the vessel
reaches a cool 27 knots in workboat format.
Owner, Gary Bordin, stated” I thought the
old STEYR Motors engines were good but these
are even better. They are very quiet and are
so efficient that I can travel for longer. I can’t
recommend these engines enough!” Glad to
hear it Gary. We wish you happy travels and
large hauls.

SHOWDOWN
2014 was a big year for shows of every kind, with
STEYR Motors on display at Sanctuary Cove Boat
Show, Sydney International Boat Show, Land
Forces 2014 and Mandurah.
THE HIGHLIGHT WAS our automotive display, at the Queensland
Government stand, Land Forces. The trade show features lots of big
boy’s toys including the new Thales Hawkei Vehicle. STEYR Motors is
proud to provide the power behind this vehicle with its 6 cylinder, M16
Diesel Engine. The Hawkei is the proposed protected mobility vehicle
for the Australian Defence Force under Land 121.

The Hawkei is the proposed protected
mobility vehicle for the Australian
Defence Force under Land 121.
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CRUISING PORT BROUGHTON
South Australian STEYR Motors Agent, Aaron Turnock, of Broughton Marine, Port Broughton
has done it again with his recent re-power of a Bertram 25.

All the effort has paid off for this customer with his STEYR Motors SE286E40 marine
diesel engines pushing the Bertram to an impressive 37 knots at its maximum speed
of 4,000rpm and cruise at a very comfortable 22 knots.
THE OWNER OF the vessel, which was
previously powered by twin 170hp, 4 cylinder
petrol engines with Mercruiser Alpha stern
drives, began considering a diesel re-power to
add range, safety and stability to his vessel.
After discussions with Aaron, the owner
chose a 280hp STEYR Motors SE286E40 marine
diesel engine to be driven through a Mercruiser
Bravo III stern drive.
Major modifications were required, so the
owner took his boat to Commercial Marine in
Wallaroo where the engines were removed.
Weeks of work began to convert the transom
from twin stern drive to one and modify the twin
bed engine bay.

Once rendered a “clean” boat, the Bertram
25 was then delivered to Broughton Marine for
its STEYR Motors re-power.
Securing the SE286E40 marine diesel to its
engine bed proved to be the easy part while
several other key issues had to be resolved.
These included adapting the 450 litre tank
to handle diesel fuel rather than petrol and
Broughton Marine’s challenge of its first single
to twin helm station job.
All the effort has paid off for this customer
with his STEYR Motors SE286E40 marine diesel
engines pushing the Bertram to an impressive
37 knots at its maximum speed of 4,000rpm and
cruise at a very comfortable 22 knots.
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AIR POWER
STEYR Motors Australia has a strong pedigree in offering power solutions
for custom applications. So, when the company was approached to consider a
power plant for a new airboat, our engineer’s minds started ticking.

The STEYR Airboat certainly impressed with a speed in excess of 30 knots at full
power with a 7 crew aboard. Now that’s airpower!
THE RESULT WAS a very impressive solution
and the first time that a STEYR Motors marine
diesel engine has been installed in such an
application.

and are popular means of transportation in
marshy and/or shallow areas where a standard
inboard or outboard engine with a submerged
propeller would be impractical.

Using the base of a custom designed, 5.8m
aluminium Airboat, the vessel was installed
with a SE286E40, 280Hp marine diesel engine.

Joining forces with the Indonesian
engineering company, PT Mega Perkasa
Engineering, the SE286 was matched to a CH3
Belt drive and Whirlwind 3 Blade Propeller.

By definition, airboats (also known as fan
boats), are a flat-bottomed vessel propelled in
a forward direction by an aircraft-type propeller

Pt Mega Perkasa Engineering, who focus on
custom solutions for commercial and military

clients in Indonesia and were approached
by their customer to help develop the Diesel
Airboat.
The STEYR Airboat certainly impressed with
a speed in excess of 30 knots at full power with
a 7 crew aboard. Now that’s airpower!
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CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT:
SYDNEY WATER TAXIS COMBINED
Looking for a ride? Sydney Water Taxis have you covered with their STEYR Motors powered Shark
Cat vessel.
Harbour

“Our vessel use to have a Volvo KAD41, 200hp

Ian, is also a STEYR Motors dealer in Sydney,

are a busy place and there is little time for

THE

WATERWAYS

OF

Sydney

in it but after years of taxi service had started

so he put forward the STEYR SE286E40, 280Hp

unreliability or breakdowns. So when the crew

to become unreliable, always breaking down at

to match to our existing Volvo DP290 Stern

at STEYR Motors went to interview Captain

the wrong times. Ian Hume, from Hume Marine

Drive. Since installing the STEYR engine, we

David Forrest about his experience with his new

is our service provider and suggested that it

haven’t looked back.”

STEYR engine, this was his story:

might be time to think about an upgrade.
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The engine has done over
800 hours now and I love
the product!!

What is the stand out with your STEYR
Motors engine?
“I can’t believe how extremely compact the
engine is and quiet. It is also great to know that
I can have confidence, that when starting the
engine, it will start first time every time. I know
that when I turn that key, it will deliver great
power”.
What is the general performance of the
STEYR engine?
“We are able to get 20 knots @ 3200rpm but
can when we need to 28 knots at 4000rpm
How did you find the service from STEYR and
their Dealer?
“Hume Marine was fantastic, friendly and
informative. He always informed us about
the re-power process and the STEYR engines
capability. We knew where we stood at every
turn”.

Has the STEYR Engine been fuel efficient?
“Unbelievable fuel efficiency. Before we
installed the STEYR, we would get approx. 5 hrs
running time from the Volvo. Now, we can go 16
hrs before refuelling.
This is so important as being a taxi means
more time out on the water”.
Would you recommend the STEYR Motors
product?
“The engine has done over 800 hours now and
I love the product!! After every shift, I wipe down
the engine to make sure it still looks great.
I highly recommend it, so much so, that
I have not removed my STEYR Motors hat
since running the engine. It is now part of my
uniform”

I can’t believe how extremely compact the engine is and quiet. It is also great to know
that I can have confidence, that when starting the engine, it will start first time every time.

DEALER DEVELOPMENT
School was in again for the dealers of STEYR Motors Australia.
REPRESENTATIVES FROM ALL around the
country attended the 2 day event, catching up
on the latest training and developments from
the factory.
The meeting also saw the winners announced
for the 2013/2014 Dealer awards.
Winners included Best Engine Installation –
Mobile Marine Services TAS, Best After Sales
Service – Whitsunday Diesel & Marine QLD,
Best Brand Awareness – Hume Marine NSW.
Congratulations on a job well done.
STEYR Motors Australia MD, Rob McIntyre congratulates Richard Manning of Mobile Marine Services on his award.
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POMPEII CRUISER
Thanks to STEYR Motors Victorian Dealer, Mike Tobias of Maritime Mechanics in Mornington Victoria
for yet another installation of a STEYR 114 Diesel Engine.
THIS 36 FOOT 1982 Pompeii timber
displacement vessel previously running on a
Perkins 6 cylinder 110Hp engine was averaging
7 knots.
Maritime Mechanics client, Byron Millar, had
investigated several engine options to repower
this craft but in the end it was a STEYR due to
the ability to adapt to the exact requirements for
the installation.

Byron has advised that he would recommend
STEYR Motors as “the engine performs
fantastically. The fact the engine is not a
common rail was a big part of the decision to
purchase the engine as well. The two stage
mechanical injection that has been around for
25 years is great.”
Since having the STEYR 114 Diesel Engine
fitted to the vessel, the boat now travels at an
average of 8.5 knots cruising the waters of the
Mornington Penisula.

FIND US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Find us on Facebook Badge

CMYK / .eps

STEYR Motors Australia has hit social media! We have taken the plunge into Facebook and Google Plus.
Not content with just this newsletter,
then check out the latest and greatest
news from us each week.

Find us under
STEYR Motors Australia.
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WIRRUWANA DREAMING
Dirk Hartog Island or Wirruwana, as it is known by its traditional owners, was until
recently a pastoral station. After years of human habitation, the island was strongly
impacted by feral populations, domestic livestock and debris of all kinds.

Wirruwana is now well under way in its clean-up of the island, cruising Shark bay at 18 knots with
a maximum 22 knots loaded. We wish it well on this important environmental crusade.

IN LINE WITH State environmental protection
strategies, the Western Australian government
decided to raise the Island classification to a
Class A Wildlife Reserve.
Given the island is part of the World Heritage
listed area of Shark Bay and set in a remote
wilderness, undertaking such a task was
going to be no mean feat and would require
a specialist vessel that could carry heavy
equipment to shore for clean-up.
Naval architect, Damian Smith, was
approached to design a catamaran that was
capable of carrying a loaded 2 axle truck or
backhoe but with the requirement of needing
only a coxswain qualified operator. The result
was to be the 12 metre ‘Wirruwana’ powered
by two STEYR Motors SE286E40, 280Hp fitted to
Arneson ASD8 Surface Drives.
With such varying requirements and a 14
tonne differential between the loaded and
unloaded vessel, conventional propeller drives
would struggle to adapt to the corresponding
speeds of +20 knots to 8 knots.

With no hood over the drive, large diameter
propellers can be used, helping to navigate
off beaches. A final advantage of the Arneson
drives over fixed shaft drives is its lower weight
and placement at the back of the vessel to
improve performance and reduce drag.

Damian Smith chose the Arneson drives due
to their ability to cope at medium speeds and
cavitation reduction properties at low speed.

WA boat builders Kirby Marine manufactured
the aluminium vessel with it’s an asymmetric
hull to resist digging in at the ebb.

The structure is incredibly strong and is
built with a large volume to withstand high
deadweight.
Wirruwana is now well under way in its cleanup of the island, cruising Shark bay at 18 knots
with a maximum 22 knots loaded. We wish it
well on this important environmental crusade.
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SCAMPER GOES THE DISTANCE
Back in 2001, Hilton Davies from Whitsunday Marine Power specified a pair of new STEYR MOTORS
MO236K43 engines for a new compact landing barge to operate in the Whitsunday Islands.

I am very impressed as the new STEYR engines are quieter and more fuel
efficient than my previous MO236 models.
THIS WAS TO serve as a tourist transfer
vessel in the pristine Whitsunday region. The
main clientele were backpackers and campers
wanting to feel that raw Australian experience
of beach camping and kayaking in one of the
World’s great wonders.
Today, more than 13 years later, the vessel
in its original format still services the islands
catering for the tourist industry.
Over time “Scamper” has been operated
by a couple of different owners and has been

upgraded with new STEYR engines, every four to
five years, to keep the vessel fresh for its seven
day a week operation.
Scamper is currently installed with the
commercially rated SE236E40, 230Hp engines
and Mercruiser Bravo II stern drives.
Twelve months in operation since the refit,
the new SE engines have now clocked up more
than 3000 hours of operation. Now, that’s what I
call going the commercial distance.

Wayne Penny, owner of Whitsunday Camping
Connections states, “I am very impressed as the
new STEYR engines are quieter and more fuel
efficient than my previous MO236 models”.
A common statement by clients, the SE
engines noise reduction is due to the new
variable injection timing.
If you are looking for a way around the
Whitsundays then this is your ride!
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NO PLANS
What do you do to fill your time when you retire? Why, build a boat of course! Such
was the decision by retiree Lyle Woodward who felt he needed to upgrade his 5metre
fibreglass Cruise craft to something a little bigger.

I chose the STEYR
SE266S36 for its diesel
efficiency. I was amazed at
the instant torque ...
THE APTLY NAMED, ‘No Plans’, was designed
to explore the tropics of Northern Australia and
rather than buying something unknown, Lyall
chose to build it himself.
With a relatively quick build time of only 12
months, Lyall finalised the construction of his
8.5 metre, aluminium vessel in his back yard.
He researched the power plant for his vessel
online, only to discover, STEYR Motors, where
he chose an SE266S36, 260Hp with Mercuiser
Bravo III drive.

Given the distances Lyall intends to travel,
the boat has been built with 900ltr fuel capacity
and 400ltr water tank.
Some ‘plans’ includes doing a trip from
Darwin to Broome, as well as the waters off
Lucinda, Northern Queensland where he loves
to head out 90km to the shelf for off shore
fishing action.
When asked by the STEYR Motors crew, why
buy STEYR he said “I chose the STEYR SE266S36
for its diesel efficiency. I was amazed at the
instant torque which I understand is delivered

from the variable geometry turbo and its peak
torque of 600Nm at 1800rpm”.
To complement the engine and drive, Lyall
chose a jack shaft installation, creating a walk
around engine cover and hence leaving the
transom with clear access.
Lyall has no problems reaching the reef
in quick time, cruising at a rapid 30knts at
2600rpm and WOT 40knts at 3600rpm.
‘No Plans’ is definitely living the dream, in the
fast lane.
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ELAN MOTOR YACHTS
STEYR Motors sister company, McIntyre Equipment, will be introducing
a new luxury sport cruiser to the Australian market in 2015.
THE EUROPEAN AWARD winning Elan 30
motor yacht, will be fitted with twin STEYR
Motors, SE236E40 Marine Diesel Engines and
Mercruiser Bravo II Stern Drives. Other engine
options include the SE266E36 and SE286E40
with Bravo II and Bravo III Stern Drives.
Measuring 10.25 meters over all length and
a generous beam of 3.5 meters, the E30 offers
a large cockpit with galley, equipped with a
variety of options including the Wallas Diesel
powered cooking appliances, 80 Lt fridge, a
comfortable settee of a modern design and
high-quality materials which accommodates up

to six adults.The large foldable table converts
with an extra cushion to create a huge sunbed.
One of the most prominent features of the
deck design is the central helm position and
navigation station positioned on the starboard
side, just where it should be. No other motor
yacht in her class can offer such abundant
space for what every captain cherishes the
most – charts!
The hull of the Elan Power 30 is balanced
to provide both excellent seaworthiness and
enough volume to host interior spaces.

Rob McIntyre meeting with Elan executives Jasmina Cerina
and Matjaz Avsic.

This is the only boat in its class to have
two private double cabins with standing
room. Among a variety of engine opinions
from the STEYR Motors stable, the SE236E40
configuration will give a top speed in excess of
34 knots.
McIntyre Equipment will have the Elan
Motor Yachts available in two models powered
by STEYR Motors, the E30 and E35. For more
information regarding Elan motor yachts power
by STEYR Motors Marine Diesel Engines contact
STEYR Motors Australia on +61 7 3356 9808.

QUALITY ASSURED
STEYR Motors Australia has successfully completed certification to International Standard
ISO9001:2008.
AFTER A 12 MONTH project, STEYR Motors
Australia passed with flying colours and
assures our customers of quality both in the
products and services we provide.
We are certified by Sci Qual International as

operating a management System that complies
with the requirements of AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008.

company’s philosophy
improvement.

This covers all the products and services
provided by STEYR Motors Australia and the
ISO accreditation forms one element of our

Within STEYR Motors Australia, we are
committed to ongoing process and service
improvements.

STEYR Motors Australia
33 Stone Street
Stafford QLD 4053

P + 61 7 3356 9808
F + 61 7 3356 9818

QUALITY APPROVED TO
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008
REGN. Number 4334

E info@steyr-motors.com.au
W www.steyr-motors.com.au

towards

continuous

